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THE HORSE WORLD OF LONDON. 
By W. J. GORDON. 

THERE is no more eloquent testimony to the order
liness of London than the mere sprinkling of cavalry 
within its limits. It may seem rIdiculous to the for
eigner that with 375 mounted police and two small 
regiments of Household troops numbering 275 horses 
each, five millions of people are content to behave 
themselves ; but it is a state of affairs of which Eng
lishmen have no cause to be ashamed. Even adding 
in the six battalions of Foot Guards and the line bat
talion at the Tower, and considering that there is 
Woolwich and that tbere are Hounslow and Windsor 
not far off, and that there are facilities of communica
tion-not, however, greater than exist in other capitals 
-we shall find that the police and military ready to be 
used as police, in and about London, are a mere hand
ful compared to what are necessary for peace-keeping 
and ceremonial purposes in the cities across the chan
neL And the display made of these is proportionately 
much less, for, as a matter of fact, the ordinary Lon
doner is aware of the presence of cavalry by reason 
only of the two specimens on view daily in Whitehall. 

a bad horse in a field, or on a hillside, or in deep pasture, I money to the auctioneers than to the unfortunate 
or when under cover, or in a drove. It is not safe to buyers, who � find him out" in a fortnight, and" get 
choose an underbred animal, immediately conspicuous rid of him! sharp" to an unwary successor; a wonder
by his coarse head, or thick throat, or short neck, or ful anima this horse, "quiet in harness, a good 
large, bony joints, or clumsy legs, or short I>asterns, or worker," who has only two faultsl one that .. it takes a 
curly in the hair of his mane or tail. The typical long time to catch him in Ii field,' the other that "he 
cavalry horse must have a small, lean head, a flat, is not worth a rap when caught." But this kind of a 
broad forehead, fine, full nostrils, a good, clean throat, horse does not put in many appearances at Knights
thin neck, well shaped legs, long pasterns, and straight bridge. Tattersall's has a character to keep up! and it 
hair, with a deep, wide chest, and a short, broad back has kept it up for 126 years now. It is emmently 
and loin. No long backs will do, for long backs do respectable, from the unused drinking fountain and 
not carry weight, and short necks or croups are simply the auctioneer's hammer, one of the good old pattern, 
impossible for soldiering. Of course the horse has to with a rounded knob instead of a double head, down 
be of the regimental color. In the cavalry generally to the humblest hanger-on. 
chestnuts are not in favor, for chestnuts usually have Entering one of the stables which open on to the 
white, and white except in the Scots Greys, is not de- yards, and have a dozen or more roomy stalls apiece, 
sirable; nflither chestnuts then, nor mealy bays, are fit we find a horse being measured) to make sure he is 
for cavalry work, but roans and bays and browns, correctly described. One would think that he was a 
and, for our guardsmen, blacks. recruit, from the careful way in which the long wooden 

At one time the black horses of the Household cav
alry came almost entirely from Yorkshire and North 
Lincolnshire, most of them being expressly bred for 
the service. But of late we have changed all that. In 
those days the cavalry colonels bad so much money 
allowed them for remounts, and they had to pick up 
their horses where they could, with the jobmaster at 
their elbow-for a consideration-to help them at a 
pinch; and some of the London jobmasters had a 
standing order to be on the lookout for likely horses 
for certain regiments. Nowadays the Dublin dealer 
has taken the place of the London man, and, instead 
of the colonel buying horses, the buying is done by the 
Remount Department, whose happy hunting ground 
is Ireland. 

These are bought when rising four years old, and arm is brought down so gingerly as not even to press 
require about six months training by the rough riders in his skin. Soon his turn will come. Up in the gal
before they can be passed out of the ridin� school as lery will go his number, and the young auctioneer in 
efficient by the colonel. The KnightsbrIdge riding the rostrum below-which has a sounding board as 
school is about forty-five yards long by sixteen wide, if it were a cathedral pulpit-will read out his short 
and in it perhaps fourteen young horses at a time will title. 
be at work, though the number of course depends Out comes the horse at last-tittuppy-trot, tittuppy· 
on what the horses have to do. Their training IS not trot. .. Ten," says one of the crowd. "Ten guineas," 
as simple as might at first appear. The soldier has echoes the auctioneer. "Twelve," comes from the 
onlr one band to work his horse with, and what an crowd; "twelve guineas," echoes the 'Varsity man in 
ordmary, rider would do with the otber band he has the pulpit. And so the game goes on with nods and 
to do WIth his leg. How skillfully he manages to guide shouts, eacb nod or look being worth a guinea, so that 
by leg pressure is known to those who have seen the the solo runs, ., Thirteen-thirteen �uineas-fourteen 
Musical Ride at the annual Military Tournament, guineas-fifteen guineas-sixteen-slXteen guineas
which is little more than the ordinary practice of the seventeen-ei!1hteen-twenty guineas "-quite a sing
riding school. But it should not be forgotten that song up to- 'twenty-eight guineas "-and so gradu
the horse has to be taught to understand this pressure, ally slowing, with a spurt or two to "forty �uineas"
and that his training is almost as long a business as and then a grand noisy rally till "fifty-five" IS reached. 
that of his rider. " Fifty-five? - Fifty-five? - Fifty-five? Last time, 

When a militarr horse is "cast," and all military 
horses are "cast ' at 14 years old, whether they' be 
good, bad or indifferent!.-,.a requisition for a substItute 
goes to the Remount .uepartment at Woolwich, and 
the substitute arrives a day or two afterward from the 
Emerald Isle, generally shipped direct by Daly or some 
other Dublin dealer. That the new horse is as good 
to look at as the old Yorkshire one, we havenot heard 
any soldier declare, but he is at least 30 per cent. 
cheaper, and he seems to be strong enough for his 
work. 

Very early in the morning, so as not to alarm the Fifty-five! "-knock-and away goes Captain Carbine's 
passers-by, the young horse is taught to stand fire by hunter, to make room for a "match pair" that will 
having a gun discharged close to him, and being en- change hands at 165 guineas, or perhaps fifty more if 
couraged to smell the powder and the smoking weapon; the season has begun-the bidding always in guineas 
he thus becomes familiar with the sound and scent, in order that the auctioneer may live on the shillings, 
much as a boy does, though there is nothing to show as Sir John Gilbert used to do in the old days when 

A British army corps, when discoverable, will be 
found to have 12,000 hOThes, of which 3,134 will be in 
the cavalry and 2,987 in the artillery ; these 6,121 horses 
ought to be thoroughly broken and trained, even if 
the remainder are not. There are said to be only 70,-
000 horses in the British Isles fit for army work, but 
this is one of those pleasant fictions of which it is left 
to the foreigner to discover the fallacy. Like a good 
many other statements regarding our preparedness 
for self-defense, it is to be taken plus x, x representing 
the dominant number. . 
. When Napoleon attempted to invade us-an at
tempt that was defeated at Trafalgar, which to.the 
uninitiated may seem to.be. a long way off for the 
defeat of such a scheme, although any future attempt 
will probably have to be reckoned with still further at 
sea-the government took stock of every horse in the 
kingdom, with the intention of a general impressment 
for military service; and nowadays the government 
has power in times of national peril to lay hands on 
every horse within these islands, in preparation for 
which there are, thousands of horses under subsidy 
with a view to immediate use. And when this seizure 
does take place, it will certainly not be to the joy of 
the jobmaster; he above all men shudders at the mere 
mention of foreign invasion, for invasion to him means 
the entire loss of his means of livelihood, and this at a 
sacrifice} for no government would pay the price at 
which tne jobmaster's stud has been collected. 

The Life Guardsman's horse used to cost £60, being 
the most expensive horse in the army; we shall not 

LIFE GUARDS. 

put him offensively cheap in these times at £20 less; that he ever associates the idea of being shot with the 
nor shall we be divulging any secrets of state in esti- report which he soon treats with indifference. When 
tMtting the cost of mounting the two regiments of once be is trained his work becomes lighter, and he 
cavalry in London-barring the officers' chargers- cannot be said to have a hard life in London, an 
does not exceed £22,000. occasional outing at Wimbledon being his severest 

And ret the horses are carefully chojjen and seem fit trial. Being condemned at fourteen, his full service is 
for theIr work, when either in or out of harness. They a little over ten years; but it is rare that he reaches 
of course look their best at Knightsbridge, for at the limit, and his average military life is between six 
Knightsbridge the stabling is distinctly good, better and seven. When it is over he goes back to the depot, 
even than is promised in the new barracks in Albany and thence he often comes again by way of the sale 
Street; but tlien a soldier's horse in stable generally yard into the London crowd. 
looks better than a civilian'S, owing to his head being The number of horses in London used exclusively for 
where his tail should be. The civilian's horse always riding is very small. Taking them altogether, and 
has his head over the manger; the soldier's horse is includin� the police and military with the rest of the 
turned round as soon as he has finished his feed, and commumty, we shall not have one per cent. of the gen
so gets more fresh air; the consequence of which ad- eral herd. A good many of these are introduced direct 
mirable arrangement for preventing a horse" breath- from the dealers, but a large number are knocked in, 
ing his own breath" is that the visitor on entering the and down, at Tattersall's. 
stable sees a double line of intelligent heads, instead of Tattersall's is usually looked upon as the head
an avenue of hocks and tails. quarters of horsey London. It is certainly the head-

Time was when every soldier's horse had a name, quarters of the horse of pleasure, but, as has been 
the initial of which was that of the troop to which made clear in these pages, that sort of horse is simply 
he belonged. " A " troop had all A's, "B" had all B's, lost in the thousands that throng our streets. Tatter
and so on; but in these days the squadron is the unit, sall's is practically the great betting exchange, but 
not the troop, and the name has given place to the the visitor to any of the Monday or Thursday sales 
number. Every horse, then, has his number placed on will be pmzled to find the least sign of a betting at
a card over his manger, and the horses are separated mosphere at Knightsbridge. The two things are as 
from each other by a pole doin� duty as a bale, and on distmct on those days as, say) the Bank of England 
each upright is the horse's kit, lncluding the two spare and Capel Court. The yard IS under cover, a lofty 
shoes which every trooper carries, but not including the glass-roofed haU, which cost £30,000 to build, and 
arms, which, of course, are kept elsewhere. This kit. which is as big as many a railway station. It is sur
and the arms and the rider, make up a nice little load, rounded by a handsome gallery, behind the arched 
which averages out at twenty-three stone per man; and columned screen of which every type of pleasure 
not quite so heavy as that of our fat old knights, but vehicle seems to be "on view," duly numbered in 
still heavy enough for the class of horse which has "lots" for the hammer. In the cenier of the gravel 
nothing of the" dray" type about it. area is a drinking fountain, surmounted by the quaint 

It is not so easy to get these horses of uniform type old Georgian bust of the founder, with its eyes fixed on 
and character. There are: many exchanges andre- the entrance doors, and its thoughts apparently as far 
jp.ctions, and it often happens that a horse sent in for away from water as are those of the crowd around. 
cavalry work has to go to the �raughtJ to the artillery, It is a different variety of crowd from that which 
or even the transport serVlCe; so tnat though the· gathers in any other sale yard. London has several 
remainder may not be examples of the much talked of "repositories." There is Aldridge's in St. Martin's 
survival of the fittest, they are at least representative Lane, there is Rylnill's in the Barbican-these two 
of the not unfit. They are smart, workmanlike horses. being the chief; and there are Stapleton's out in the 
It is absolutely necessary that a regiment should be as east, and Ward's in the west, and the Elephant and 
sound in its horseflesh as in its men. Theoretically, no Castle in the south. and others which many a horse 
remounts are accepted that are not looked over on level knows well. There 'is a sort of horse that "knows the 
ground, on a road, orin a large yard, for it is easy to pass lot;" the sort that" does the round," and brings more 
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the guineas flowed to him for his drawings on the 
wood. 

If you want riding horses or carriage horses, you go 
to Tattersall's; if you want draught horses for trade, you go to Rymill's or Aldridge's, where you not only get 
the new-comers, but also the second-hand. and many
another-hand, from London's stables. With those sec
ond-hand horses we need not overburden ourselves ; our 
task has been to bring the first-hand horses into London, 
and sort them out. 'Ve have brought in the 'bus horses, 
the tram horses, the cab horses, the railway horses, 
the cart and many other horses. Of the cart horses we 
could, if it were worth while, say a good deal more. 
We have said nothing of the dIstiller's, the miller's, 
the soap merchant's, the timber merchant's, the better 
class contractor's, and half a dozen other first-hand 
horse-owning trades. Some of the distillers' horse8 
are said, by those who know, to be as good as any in the 
brewers' drays, and by "as good" is meant that they 
are of the same breeding, and can be compared with 
them, owing to their being at somewhat similar work. 

The man who says lie knows everything about 
horses-and he is rather a common object of the street 
-seems to compare all horses he sees with a thorough
bred racer, and knocks them off as beauties or beasts 
in the terms of that comparison. He forgets, or does 
not know, that there are other stud books than those 
that come from Weatherby's, and that the different 
breeds of horse are made and kept alive for their fitness 
for different occupations; and he also forgets, or never 
knew, that there is no man living competent to judge 
all down the lines that lead and mmgle from the 
pedigree stallions of the Racing, Cleveland, Clydesdale, 
Shire, Suffolk, Pony, Hackney, and other stud 
books. 

As regards what we may call the "medium" brigade, 
the lighter cart horses, or vanners, of no particular 
class or pedigree, the opinion of the man in the street, 
though valueless, is not unreasonable. They are, it 
must be confessed, a curiously lniscellaneous lot, most 
of them not doing half enough work for their weight, 
owing to.their power being at the wrong end. They 
come early on tlie scene.t.., some of them at four years old, 
and they linger late. l"or the first year or two they 
fetch from forty to sixty �uineas, seldom more, and 
they sort themselves out rapIdly into the twenty pound 
line, owing to their being unequal to the work that is 
put behind them. "Call that a horse!" we heard re-
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cently from the depths of the crowd in the Poultry. meat. Maneless he stands; a shade is put over his I Harrison Barber, Limited, the successors of the 
"Why, he has got no power astern ; he climbs along I" eyes; a swing of the ax; and, with just one tremor, once great Jack Atcherley, dead some thirty years 
And that is exactlv the state of the case with hundreds he falls heavy and dead on the flags of a spacious. since, kill 26, 000 London horses a year. All ni�ht and 
of the London vaimers. But then such horses are pos- kitchen) which has a line of coppers and boilers steam- all day the work goes on, this slaying and flaymg, and 
sible because they are cheap, and we must. not expect ing agamst two of its walls. boning and boiling down, and this cooking for feline 
too much of them. Their life is a hard one. As a rule In a few minutes his feet are hooked up to cross food. Go to any of their depots between five and 
they are worked long and wearily; but, unlike " that beams above, and two men pounce upon him to flay six o'clock in the morning, and you will find a long 
useful horse, the hackney," they have a Sunday's rest. him; fop the sooner he is r eady, the quicker he cooks. string of the pony traps and hand carts, barrows and 

The hackney is too useful a horse for his own good. Slash, slash, go the sharp knives, and the hide is perambulators, used in the wholesale and retail cat's 
Six days a week he works to earn money, and on the peeled off about as easily as a table cloth; and so meat trade. The horse on an average yields 2 cwt. 3 
seventh he works to spend it. And so the hackney is clean and uninjured is the body that it looks like the qrs. of meat; 26,000 horses a year means 500 a week, 
soon knocked up, and changes hands oftener than any muscle model we see in the books, and in the plaster which in its turn means 70 tons of meat per week to 
horse in London. Yet one more class of first-handers, casts at the cornchandler's. Then, with full knowledge feed the dogs and cats of London. 
and that is the ponies, which keep to their first owners gained by almost lifelong practice, for the trade is This is not all the " meat" that is sold, nor all the 
longer, and, in the ownership of sweeps, attain fre- hereditary, the meat is slit off with razor-like knives, London horses that are killed, for the horseflesh trade 
quently quite a remarkable healthy old age. And and the bones are left white and clean and yet un- is large enough to employ thirty wholesale salesmen; 
with the first-hand ponies and hackneys our herd scraped, even the neck vertebral bein� cleared in a taking even this ten tons a day, we shall find it means 
reaches the 150,000, and we confirm the usuU-l esti- few strokes-one of the quickest things m carving im- 134,400 meals, inaS¥luch as a pound of meat cuts up 
mate that half the London horses are at least second aginable. into half a dozen ha'porths-the skewers being given 
hand. If there is any malformation, the sweep of the knife in, though it takes half a ton of them to fix up a day's 

Three hundred thousand horses I Not a tenth of is stayed for a moment ; that is all The same sort of consumption. Here is another item for the forest con
what there are in this island ; but what a herd it thing has always been seen before, and there is no hesi- servation people I 182% tons of deal used a year in 
seems I And what are they worth? Taking them at tation about the way to deal with it. No matter of skewering up the horses made into meat by Harrison 
£25 apiece they would run to £7,500,000, and that, as what breed or age or condition the horse may be, his Barber I 
we have seen, would be putting them at a low price. "boning" is not delayed by peculiarities. And horses Sometimes there is a glut of the aged' and the 
To keep them at less than half a sovereign a week we of all sorts, some of them sound and in the prime of maimed, and the supply of meat exceeds the demand. 
should require seven and a half millions a year; life, here meet their doom-the favorite horse killed at To cope with this difficulty a complete refrigerating 
and if we add to this current cost the interest on the his master's death, to save him from falling into cruel plant is at work at Wandsworth, cooling the larders, 
capital sunk in them, and their harness, the wages hands; the runaway horse that has injured a daughter ; m which two hundred and fifty horses can be stored; 
paid in looking after them, and the rent of their the brute that has begun to kiQk and bite; the mildest which larders are not only a revelation, but a welcome 
stables, we shall get into figures that seem almost too mannered mare that has perhaps merely taken a wrong surprise. 
laI"ge to be true. turn and made her mistress angry-all come here to A door is opened and shut, and we stand in the dark-

The London horses rarely die natural deaths. Many die with the hundreds of the injured and the old. I nes� between two doors in an air lock; the inner door 
of them are sent back into the country in a vain hope Taking them all round, the old and young and sound I is opened, and a shiver of cold runs through us as a 
that they will "come round ;" many of them are and ailing, they average out in the men's opinion at match is struck and a candle lighted: and there in 
poleaxed for very shame at their miserable appearance; rather over eleven years when they here meet their front is what looks like a deep cave in an arctic drift. 
some of them slip and injure themselves beyond re- doom. . Around us are piles of meat, all hard as stone and 
covery in the streets. Soon the bare skeleton remains to be broken up, glittering with ice crystals; overhead and at the back 

A dreadful object this of a suffering horse sprawling 
I 

and in baskets go aloft to be shot into a huge digester, of all, the beams and walls are thick with pure cling
in oue of our main roads with the usual crowd around where it is made to yield about a quarter hundred- ing snow; and from above a few flakes fall as the door 
it. ., Why cannot he be killed at once? Why must he weight of oil Following the oil, we see it cleared of closes on the silvery cloak that wraps the last to leave 

the horse world of London.--Leisure Hour. 

THE KNACKER'S REFRIGERA'l'OR. 

linger in agony? Surely--" Quite so, gentle reader [. its stearin, pressed out between huge sheets of paper, 
and indignant letter writer to the daily newspapers, and remaining in white cakes like gauffres ready for 
but do not be in a hurry I The driver has no rIght to the candle makers ; and we see the oil flowing limpid 
order the horse to be killed ; it is not his property, but and clear into the tank above, from which it is barreled 
his master's ; and before he can give the order the off to be used eventually for lubricating and leather
master has to be found, and the master does not, in dressing I?urposes. 
many cases, care to lose his horse irrevocably, and ap- Returnmg to the bones, we find them out on the 
peals to his vet.; and so, while the driver is finding his flags, clean and free from greAse, ready to be thrown 
master, aud the master is finding his vet. , the horse into a mill, from which they emerge like granite from 
lies suffering in the street. When the needful per- a stonebreaker, down along a sloping cylindrical screen, 
mission is obtained, a telephone message to HarrIson which sorts the fragments into sizes varying up to 
Barber brings the cart on the scene, and within half half an inch. And stretching away from us are sacks, 
an hour of that message the horse is not, only dead, full to the brim, with bones all in rows, like flour sacks 
but being cut up in aile of the Harrison Barber de- at a miller's, all ready to go off to the manure mer
pots. There are seven of these depots in strategical chant's. And still further following the bones, we 
positions round and in London, where the carts are find some of them ground to powder and mixed with 
kept cleaned and in readiness, tools and all, like fire sulphuric acid, to leave the premises as another form 
engines, ready to be turned out and on the way in less of fertilizer. 
than five minutes from the receipt of the call Having seen the bones off the premises, we follow 

A curious trade is that of the horse slaughterer, who the feet, of which we find a huge pile, not a trace of 
must not only have a license, but carry on his opera- which will be left before the day is out. The skin and 
tions in accordance with the 26th of George the Third hoofs will go to the glue makers and blue makers: 
and other acts of Parliament. No horse that enters the bones will go to the button makers; the old shoes 
his yard must come out again alive, or as a horse. will go to the farrier's and be used over and over a�ain, 
The momen t it enters those gates it must be disfigured welded in the fire and hammered on the streets, so 
by having its mane cut off so close to the skin as to that all that is lost of a horseshoe is what rusts or is 
spoil its value, and though it may be put in a "pound" rubbed off in powder. 
on the premises, which might better be called a con- With a glance at the tails aud manes, which will 
demned cell or a moribundary, it must not remain soon be lost in sofas, chairs, or fishing lines, we reach 
there for more than three days. the heap of hides, which will probably find its way to 

In Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, is the largest horse Germany to be made iuto the leather guards on cavalry 
slaughtering yard in London. It has existed for trousers, or may be stay in this country for carriage 
about a hundred years. There it stands, practically roofs and whip lashes. This distribution of the dead 
odorless, by the banks of the winding WandIe, with a horse may seem to be an odoriferous business, but the 
wide meadow in front of it and a fireworks factory odors are reduced to a minimum by an elaborate ven
next door, the magazine of which is within measurable tilating- system which draws off all the fumes and ema
distance of its boiler house. One fine �orning-it nations into a line of pipes, and passes them over a 
was really a beautiful morning-we found our way wide furnace to be burnt, so that none of them reach 
down the lane, along the field, armed with Mr. Ross's the outer air. 
permit, to be initiated by Mr. Milestone into the mys- But now for the" meat" which, cut into such joints 
teries of a horse's departure from the London world. as the trade requires, has been boiling in the carpers 

The last scene does not take long. In two seconds a and is now done to a turn, with just the centra tint 
horse is killed: in a little over half an hour his hide is I of redness and r

.
awness that suits the harmless neces

in a heap of dozens, his feet are in another heap, his sary cat, while the " tripe" is doing white ill another 
bones are boiling for oil, his flesh is cooking for cat's copper to suit the palate of the less fastidious dog. 
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AN OBSTACLE TO SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS. 
By Dr. G. GORE, F.R.S. 

t THE recent recovery of Mr. Waterston's plloper from 
the Archives of the Royal Society by Lord Rayleigh, 
and its publication after having lain there about fifty 
years (sp.e Chern. News., vol Iv., p. 219), illustrates the 
less encouragement given in this country to scientific 
researches containing really original conclusions or 
phenomena than to any other kinds of such researches. 

As scientific researches which are reliable and ori�i
nal are as necessary and valuable as those which conSISt 
of accurate measurements without originality, it seems 
desirable that some arrangement should, if practicable, 
be made, by means of which such papers as that of Mr. 
Waterston's (and probably others) would be saved 
from oblivion, and be, if possible, as competently exam
ined and as fully recognized and published as less 
original ones. However important a high degree of 
accuracy of measurement of known phenomena is, the 
discovery of entirely new phenomena and new 'truths 
is essentially more important, forif no new phenomena 
or truths were discovered, there would be none to be 
measured. Out of Faraday's simple qualitative dis
covery of magneoptic action arose Clerk Maxwell's 
mathematical theory of light. 

A great obstacle, however, to the accomplishment of 
this very desirable object arises from tile following 
circumstances: (1) All new truths require to be ex
pressed in new language; (2) in consequence of the 
fixity of strongly impressed Jilrevious ideas in the brain, 
new discoveries and conclusIOns are only fully appreci
ated by a new generation of men; and (3) as the exam
iners of scientific researches are frequently teachers of 
long experience, their ideas are apt to become so fixed 
by long-continued teaching that, notwithstanding 
their anxiety to do justice to the authors, they are un· 
able to fully understand the new phraseology and 
phenomena, and therefore discourage the publicatWi 
of really original researches. The so-called "conspiracy 
of silence" of scientific men respecting the reality of 
new scientific discoveries is simply a result of this 
fixedness of meatal impression; the examiners being 
men of high ability and integrity hesitate to express 
opinions of matters which they do not fully and clearly 
comprehend, and other men of science follow their ex
ample and remain silent. 

It is largely in consequence of this hindrance, and of 
the almost universal desire of mankind for some imme
diate advantage, that any and every kind of scientific 
occupation is more encouraged than fundamental ori
gina experiment; accounts of inventions and technical 
investigations are accepted and published as if they 
were of greater value than the discoveries upon which 
they are based, and accurate measurements of known 
phenomena are treated as if they were of more import
ance than the discovery of new fundamental truths; 
and the readiness of acceptance and publication of a 
new truth is often inversely proportionate to its de
gree of essential importance. 

To make laborious and expensive researches, and 
have them (and especially the valuable experimental 
evidence contained in them) practically suppressed and 
consigned to oblivion simply because they are original 
and cannot be readily understood, is most discourag
in� and unjust to investigators, a great obstacle to 
sCIentific and national progrp.ss, and deserves the seri
ous consideration of those publishing bodies who 
undertake the acceptance or rejection of scientiflc 
papers. 

Probably the most effectual method of overcoming 
the difficulty would be for a committee of paid exam
iners to actually repeat a sufficient number of experi
ments, etc., to enable them to arrive at a demonstrable 
conclusion in each case. This, however, would be an 
expensive plan, but it would be only a small expense 
in comparison with that of making the researches 
themselves, and the importance of the object would 
justify the cost. The skill and labor required would 
be too great for unpaid examiners. 

The progress of science can never be very satisfacto� 
in this country until this obstacle is removed, nor untIl 
scientific men generally treat different problems and 
truths of science more m accordance with their essen
tial degrees of importance and less according to their 
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